00231
PILSNER BEER GLASS GIFT SET
Enhance a client’s passion for Pilsner beers with the Pilsner Beer Glass Gift Set. This
impressive set features a strong acacia wood case with beautiful dovetail joinery. Slide
open the removable panel door to reveal deluxe beer service for two: 2 12-oz. fluted
beer glasses, 2 real cork beverage coasters and one bottle opener – all showcased
and secured within a form-fitting interior. The Pilsner Beer Glass Gift Set is an attractive
addition to any aficionado’s den.

00232
SEGWAY F25 ELECTRIC KICK SCOOTER
Make your next give away one to remember with this ultra-trendy name brand scooter.
This Kickscooter features a Dual Braking System, front electric anti-lock braking (E-ABS),
and a rear ventilated disc brake, and ultra-bright headlight that can illuminate up to 44
feet for added safety. Only one button is needed to power on the KickScooter, and easily
switch between the various riding modes.
Color(s): Black

00233
SOUSCHEF CUTTING BOARD

00234
WAVE WIFI EXTENDER

SousChef is so much more than your average cutting board. Designed to save space
and make meal prep a breeze. A beautifully crafted Canadian maple cutting board meets
an innovative tech station. Includes 5 integrated products: Cutting board, scale, timer,
knife sharpener and tablet/phone stand. Cutting board slides off for easy cleaning. Made
in Canada. A tree is planted for every order placed.

Wave goodbye to dead zones with this WiFi Extender. Wave boosts your existing signal
to increase your WiFi range and your productivity anywhere. Whether you’re upstairs
in a bedroom or relaxing in the backyard, feel at ease when you need a reliable and
secure WiFi connection. Dual bands: 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz. 65 foot coverage (2.4 GHz).
32-foot coverage (5.0 GHz). A tree is planted for every order placed.

Color(s): White/Wood

Color(s): White

00235
FORTE - COMBINATION SPEAKER & WIRELESS CHARGER
Forte is a combination speaker and wireless charger ready to pump up the tunes
and power your phone all night long, making this the perfect work/life balance gift for
your team. Speaker features Bluetooth® 5.0 technology for wireless connectivity, two
impressive 5-watt drivers & a passive radiator for rich bass. 15 hrs playback time and
a 4,400 mAh battery to power speaker and phone make it perfect for any long work
day. Built-in microphone for handsfree phone calls. A tree is planted for every
order placed.
Color(s): White

00236
THERABODY THERAGUN ELITE
Your team works hard and kneads to release some tension! Theraguns Elite provides
powerful deep muscle treatment, in an ultra-quiet smart percussive therapy device with
advanced sound insulation. Elite works deep to melt away tension and release soreness,
empowering you to care for your body daily. What’s Included: Theragun Elite, Protective
Carrying Case, 5 Attachments (Dampener, Standard Ball, Wedge, Thumb, Cone), Power
Adapter.

00237
OTTERBOX® VENTURE® 45 QT COOLER

00238
PERSONAL FIREPLACE

Nothing beats brand name recognition! This premium cooler is the perfect raffle item or
give away for any event. This cooler keeps ice up to 14 days and includes a bottle opener
accessory, anti-slide rubber feet and durable integrated handles. Made in the USA. Backed
by OtterBox® Limited Lifetime Warranty.

Create ambiance and a memorable event experience for your attendees with these
personal fire places. Give them away as gifts on the way out. These personal fireplaces
are made in the USA out of cement and are fueled by 70% or 91% isopropyl rubbing
alcohol. This item comes boxed with an information and safety pamphlet. Isopropyl
rubbing alcohol is not included. Due to the nature of this product items can exhibit surface
imperfections, variability in texture and color which can affect the look of the imprint.

Color(s): White

Color(s): Grey

00239
CUISINART® VENTURE PORTABLE GAS GRILL

00240
ANKER SOUNDCORE LIFE TUNE XR BLUETOOTH® HEADPHONE

The Cuisinart® Venture Portable Gas Grill is a versatile and compact grilling system that
makes the perfect outdoor companion. Perfect for adventurous brands that encourage
an outdoor lifestyle. The stack ‘n go design allows the grill to go virtually anywhere. The
wooden lid doubles as a chopping board; simply remove the cutting board from the top to
prepare your meal. Cuisinart® box included 18.06.L 14.5D 13.25H

Create the ultimate environment of relaxation or productivity for your hybrid workforce
with these headphones. Get optimized noise cancelling in any scenario thanks to
Multimode Hybrid Active Noise Cancelling that blocks 90% of unwanted noise. Tune XR
features fast charging via USB-C. Enjoy 4 more hours of playtime with only 5 minutes
of charging. 60-Hours of playtime (ANC off), 40-hours of playtime (ANC on). Gift box
dimensions: 8.97L 7.44H 2.6W

Color(s): Red

Color(s): Black

Filled with everything to inspire an afternoon in the park, a family hike or catching a
sunset. The Igloo® cooler has a larger vertical design that keeps wine bottles upright. It
comes complete with a handy stainless steel bottle opener built into the top of the bag
and a Slowtide® camp blanket that’s the perfect essential for excursions, camping and
events. Inside are sweet & savory gourmet foods including Effie’s® Oat Cakes, Fastachi®
Berry Nut Mix, East Shore Dipping Pretzels and Sweet & Tangy Mustard, J&M Chocolate
Chip Cookies, McCrea’s Cape Cod Sea Salt Caramels and Hammond’s® Caramel Popcorn.
Color(s): High-rise & Iron Gate

00242
42” ARC – YOURBRELLA FOLDING
Create a memorable and useful item that everyone will comment on! This personalized
folding umbrella will be one of a kind, based on the image you upload through our app.
Simply download the Yourbrella App from iTunes or Google Play, take a picture, upload
with a special code and you will receive with your PO. Each umbrella features a 42” arc,
auto open folding design, black rubberized handle and fabric sleeve. Individually packaged.
Pricing includes ground freight delivered to the destination.

Prices subject to change. Additional charges may apply.

00241
IGLOO® WEEKEND ESCAPE GOURMET COOLER TOTE
& SLOWTIDE BLANKET GIFT SET

00243
BRIGGS & RILEY BASELINE CARRY-ON WHEELED GARMENT BAG
This wheeled carry-on garment bag conveniently carries hanging garments in a protected
structured case while still avoiding checked baggage fees. It’s the perfect gift for the
traveling executive on your team. The durable ballistic nylon outer fabric withstands the
toughest travel conditions. Protected by Briggs & Riley’s Simple as that® lifetime warranty.
Main section features a Wally clamp to securely hang 2-3 suits. Aircraft-grade aluminum
telescoping handle system.
Color(s): Navy, Black

00245
DULUTH PACK EXECUTIVE BRIEFCASE
Designed to be tough for the commute while still looking great for that meeting. Made
from tough 15-ounce canvas construction. Featuring premium full-grain leather flap and
bottom, leather grab handle and adjustable padded shoulder strap, two interior full-length
pockets, plenty of storage for items like pens, notebooks, and business cards, two large
exterior pockets on the outside front, zippered pocket on the back of the bag, and a flap
that closes securely with leather straps and high-quality roller buckles.
Color(s): Black, Brown, Brown Waxed Canvas, Burgundy, Camo, Gray Waxed Canvas,
Navy Blue, Olive Drab, Orange, Royal Blue, Olive Drab Waxed Canvas, White

00247
MATTE ZIPPO® LIGHTER & RECHARGEABLE ELECTRIC LIGHTER
This classic lighter comes in many colors and is packaged together with the
Zippo® Electric Lighter Insert to add a modern twist. This insert allows you to turn your
traditional Zippo® Lighter into a double beam electric lighter. Electric lighters offer a
windproof flame source that can easily be recharged. Comes packaged in a gift box.
Zippo® Lighter made in the USA. Zippo® insert made in China.
Color(s): Red; White; Cream; Black; Green; Moss Green; Royal Blue; Orange; Pink; Navy

00244
KATE SPADE NEW YORK ALL DAY LARGE TOTE
There is a reason, well more than one that this all day tote earned its name. It is
sophisticated yet understated. It is super roomy. It has a pouch for easy access to the
small things. No matter where you are going, this one is coming along. This bag features
cross grain leather, faux saffiano leather lining and a pinmount logo.
Color(s): Black, Blazer Blue

00246
LEATHERMAN FREE™ P4
4 1/4” closed this Full-sized multi tool with integrated FREE™ technology features 21 tools
including needle nose pliers, regular pliers, wire cutters, hardwire cutters, straight-edge
knife, serrated knife, spring-action Scissors, saw, pry tool, package opener, awl, can
opener, wire stripper, ruler, wood/metal file, bottle opener, electrical crimper, and Phillips/
medium/small/extra small screwdrivers. Gray Nylon Sheath included. Laser engraved.
Boxed. Made in the USA.
Color(s): Silver

00305
EMBER 14 OZ TEMPERATURE CONTROL SMART MUG2
Designed for home or office, the new Ember Mug² does more than simply keep your
coffee hot. Our smart mug allows you to set an exact drinking temperature, so your coffee
is never too hot, or too cold. Ember then maintains your chosen temperature for up to 80
minutes so your hot beverage stays perfect.
Color(s): Black

00306
SONOS ROAM PORTABLE SMART SPEAKER
Experience size-defying sound at home and on the go with this lightweight, outdoor-ready
portable smart speaker. Enjoy hours of music, radio, audiobooks, and more from all your
favorite services thanks to Roam’s long-lasting rechargeable battery.
Color(s): Black

00308
GARMIN APPROACH® S12 GOLF GPS WATCH
The Garmin Approach S12 Golf Watch gives you all the time-tracking goodness with
golf-specific performance data that lives on your wrist. Check yardage to the front, back,
and middle of the green with a simple glance, plus check the distance to hazards and
doglegs no matter where you are on more than 42,000 preloaded courses worldwide.
®

00307
CALLAWAY 350TL LASER RANGEFINDER
Delivers precise distance measurements in a sleek, compact design. The 350TL features
the innovative PowerPad. A new, patent pending technology that allows the laser to be
fired by pressing anywhere on the pad.

00309
COACH WOMEN’S HC7094 SUNGLASSES
The timeless aviator style gets a bold update with a single bridge and a repeating pattern
at the temples. Crafted in lightweight but sturdy metal, the women’s designer shades
resist corrosion from water, sweat, and heat for added durability.

00310
TITLEIST® PRO V1x™
Titleist® Pro V1x® offers total performance and features long distance, high
trajectory, low long game spin, Drop-and-Stop™ greenside control and soft feel.

The Blue Yeti X is a state-of-the-art flagship USB microphone for professional-level
gaming, Twitch™ streaming, podcasting and YouTube™ productions. Now with Blue VO!CE
software, you can craft the perfect broadcast vocal sound and entertain your stream
audience with enhanced effects, advanced voice modulation and HD audio samples.
Color(s): Black

Prices subject to change. Additional charges may apply.

00311
BLUE YETI X PROFESSIONAL CONDENSER USB MICROPHONE

